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 ENERGY TRANSITION IS “NOW OR NEVER”

 THE ROLE OF GAS IN OUR CLEAN ENERGY TRANSITION 

 EU NEEDS TO RECYCLE MORE TO MEET GREEN ENERGY GOALS

 TC ENERGY, NIKOLA TEAM UP TO BUILD HYDROGEN PRODUCTION HUB

 CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED ON UAE’S FIRST WASTE TO ENERGY PLANT

 GROWING GCC OWNERSHIP OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES FOR ZERO EMISSIONS FUTURE

 ARAMCO’S TOP TECHNOLOGY OFFICER SAYS OIL GIANT LEADS GLOBAL INNOVATION WAVE

 ROBERT GOLOB’S MOVEMENT WINS SLOVENIA ELECTIONS WITH GREEN ECONOMY PLEDGE

 FASSET, SIRAJPOWER, CREEK PARTNER TO OFFER FINANCE SOLUTION

 NORWEGIAN HEAVYWEIGHTS STATKRAFT, AKER LINK FOR GREEN HYDROGEN

https://delano.lu/article/energy-transition-is-now-or-ne
https://www.marketscreener.com/quote/stock/MINERAL-RESOURCES-LIMITED-6498955/news/Mineral-Resources-The-role-of-gas-in-our-clean-energy-transition-40147131/
https://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/eu-needs-to-recycle-more-to-meet-green-energy-goals-173276
https://www.upstreamonline.com/hydrogen/tc-energy-nikola-team-up-to-build-hydrogen-production-hub-in-alberta/2-1-1207569
https://www.zawya.com/en/business/energy/construction-completed-on-uaes-first-waste-to-energy-plant-jn2fjmjf
https://www.arabnews.com/node/2071226/business-economy
https://www.arabnews.com/node/2071041/business-economy
https://balkangreenenergynews.com/robert-golob-s-movement-wins-slovenia-elections-with-green-economy-pledge/
https://www.zawya.com/en/wealth/sustainability/fasset-sirajpower-creek-partner-to-offer-finance-solution-for-sustainable-assets-wwqof55m
https://www.rechargenews.com/energy-transition/norwegian-heavyweights-statkraft-and-aker-link-for-green-hydrogen-in-brazil-and-india/2-1-1207015
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Dr. James Henderson
Director of Energy Transition Research Initiative
& Chairman of Gas Research Programme

War in Europe incentivizing energy alternatives to hydrocarbons 
The Russian Ukraine war is catalyzing a rethink on how fast to move on the 
energy transition. While high and volatile fossil fuel prices may change the 
incentive for investing in clean energy in the short term, looking further 
into the medium-term, high hydrocarbon prices can also have a positive 
effect as they create that momentum to move to cheaper alternatives. 
In Europe, the plan to find alternative sources of hydrocarbon supply, 
encourage energy efficiency and accelerate the shift to renewables is 
gaining traction along with the incentive to lessen dependance on Russia. 
Other forms of energy, such as nuclear, are also having a renaissance, even 
by countries such as Germany, that had abandoned those plans after the 
Fukushima disaster. 

Momentum must be kept on COP
It is critical to have global cooperation on a wide-ranging number of 
energy transition issues as we approach COP 27 but to get countries such 
as China, the US, and Russia – all energy producers - on board at this point 
does look very difficult. If the war continues into the autumn, then we 
could lose some of the momentum for COP27. It will happen but will not 
have the focus and attention it needs. 
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Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE) is China’s most authoritative 
advisory body on technological and engineering matters. Established 
in 1994, the CAE gathers China’s best brains in technological and 
engineering fields as a collective think-tank to advise government 
agencies and companies on major national strategic and technological 
options. 

Such an important body will not remain silent on China’s biggest 
strategic issue – carbon peaking before 2030 and neutrality by 
2060. On March 31st, the CAE revealed its main conclusions and 
recommendations of a major advisory project titled “China’s Strategies 
and Routes to Carbon Peaking and Neutrality”.

This Insight China report shares the “highlights” of the findings before 
the full CAE report is released.

Numerical Milestones:
The CAE study concluded with the following quantitative milestones:

By 2027: to achieve CO2 emissions peaking at 12.2 billion tons from a 
total of 10 bt in 2020.
By 2045: to produce 80% of power from non-fossil sources, against 
30% in 2020; and,
By 2060: to achieve carbon neutrality, with 2.6 billion tons of CO2 
equivalent GHGs emissions from hard to abate sectors, which will be 
off-set by variety of carbon sink means.

Eight strategies:
CAE drives home 8 nation-wide strategic priorities that shall be 
deployed simultaneously:

1) Prioritizing energy conservation: to uphold the concept of energy 
conservation as the first energy source, and continuously improve the 
efficiency of energy use in the society as a whole.
2) Reinforcing Energy Security: to make good use of fossil energy 
sources for emergencies, properly handle instability risk of new energy 
supplies, and reduce and prevent the risk of external over-dependence 
of oil and gas and critical minerals.
3) Energy substitution: to replace traditional energy sources with new 
ones gradually and in a safe and reliable manner, and continuously 
increase the proportion of non-fossil energy sources.
4) Re-electrification: to focus on the replacement of fossil fuels with 
electrical energy and development of electricity-based raw material 
and fuel production technologies, and vigorously upgrade the level of 
electrification of key sectors.
5) Resource recycling: to accelerate upgrading, retrofitting and 
transformation of traditional industries and business process 
reengineering, and realize multi-level recycling and reuse of resources.
6) Carbon sink: to uphold combination and integration of ecological 
carbon sinks and artificial carbon uses, enhance ecosystems’ carbon 

sequestration capacity and promote research and development of 
carbon removal technologies.
7) Digitalisation: to promote digitalization of carbon reduction 
and management activities, and help transform production and 
consumption to become green.
8) International cooperation: to deepen and strengthen international 
cooperation in all above areas.

Seven routes:
The CAE research charts the following 7 routes to pursue:

1) Enhancing the quality and efficiency of economic development, 
and using industrial structural optimization and upgrading as an 
important means to decouple economic growth with carbon emissions.
2) Building a clean, low-carbon, secure and efficient energy system 
as the key and basis to achieve peaking and neutrality.
3) Accelerating the construction of a new power system with 
renewables as the mainstay, and safely and steadily achieving net zero 
emissions from the power sector.
4) Promoting orderly attainment of emissions peaking and progressive 
neutrality of industrial sectors, supported by electrification and deep 
decarbonisation technologies.
5) Achieving low-carbon transition in transport through high-
proportion electrification.
6) Focusing on breakthroughs in key green building technologies 
to achieve zero carbon emissions from electricity and heat use in 
buildings.
7) And, planning for carbon removal technologies to bridge the “last 
mile” to carbon neutrality.

Three recommendations:
The CAE has formulated the following three broadline recommendations 
to the Chinese government:

1) Maintain the nation’s strategic determination and focus, deliver 
better co-ordination and, on the premise of ensuring the orderly 
operation of the economy and society, and the security of energy and 
resource supply, adhere to the national “one-game-of-chess” strategy 
and achieve carbon neutrality in an orderly and gradual manner.
2) Strengthen scientific and technological innovation by providing 
strong impetus and support for achieving carbon neutrality, especially, 
by delivering major breakthroughs in key technologies.
3) And, establish and improve the systems, mechanisms and policy 
parameters to ensure the implementation of adopted measures, in the 
meanwhile speeding up the establishment of a system for total carbon 
emission control, accelerating the construction of a mechanism to plan, 
promote and assess the integrated reduction of local pollution and 
carbon, and continuously improving the supporting and supervision 
systems.

Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE) 
Charts China’s Routes to Carbon Neutrality

(Source: The Pulse -  Routes to Carbon Neutrality - 2020-4-20)
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Gulf Hydrogen
Workshop 2022

Moving Hydrogen from the Screen to the Field:
How to Attract Long Term Off-Takers? 

Knowledge Partners

The $140 oil price that we saw last week was not sustainable. During the first 
two weeks of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the market was looking for some 
foundation on which to rest where prices should be. I think it found that towards 
the end of last week and the volatility then started to seep out. Furthermore, oil 
markets are fungible. It’s not sanctions that are getting in the way of calming oil 
and gas prices – it’s self-sanctioning by Western buyers. The notion that you’ve 
got 1.5 million bd of crude and a million bd or more of product, necessarily 
being taken out of the market by sanctions, is too absolute a view. Russian 
Urals crude, which was trading at $65 a barrel this week, is going to be picked 
up. There are traders who, once they get through the compliance risk and who 
don’t have the same sense of reputation risk - particularly buyers from the 
East - will take these cargoes. And that’s where OPEC’s head is – it’s looking 
at the market fundamentals that were outlined prior to the war, which was an 
anticipation of stock builds from the second quarter all the way through to 
the end of 2023. That suggests weak fundamentals, a bearish outlook and 
downward pressure on prices. Another aspect which gives the market 
pause is anticipation of a deal with Iran that could bring back one million 
bd or more, very quickly, and probably volumes far higher than in 2015 
and 2016. The Iranians have been placing barrels close to market for a 
few months. Demand is the other factor – the IEA has revised demand 
growth forecasts from 3.3 million bd to almost two million bd. Add to 
that worries about Covid in China, high commodity prices, and interest 
rates rising, and the spillover effect on growth globally will be a further 
drag. Under those circumstances, it’s more difficult to paint a picture of 
bullishness with absolute certainty, and we now have a market hedging 
around $100, as it waits to see what unfolds next. 

Russian Crude Oil with Big Discount
will be Picked up by Asian Buyers 
Dr. Raad Alkadiri, Managing Director, Energy, Climate & Resources, Eurasia Group
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Middle East’s Prep for COP27? 

Urgent: Carbon pricing 

In the lead up to the COPs in Egypt and 
the UAE, look for the reaffirmation and 
perhaps governments’ increased net 

zero ambitions. But, more importantly, 
I hope to see the establishment of 
foundational work to implement a 
carbon pricing scheme. 

In the next two years, if we can 
demonstrate that we are working 
towards setting carbon pricing, we 
will accelerate the pace of technology 
adoption and projects. COP27 and 
COP28 provide an opportunity for huge 
national oil companies (NOCs) like Saudi 
Aramco and ADNOC to demonstrate 
they have the skills and ambition 
required to take a leadership position in 
the energy transition. We describe these 
organizations as NOCs, but let’s face it, 
they are international operators. They are 
huge in scale and have a global reach.

A topic that must be addressed is a mechanism for carbon pricing. Until emitting CO2 emissions has a real cost penalty 
associated with it globally, investors will likely be skeptical about making substantial investments [in net zero]. Standards 
that underpin a carbon price or tax will enable investors to see a genuine route to success: it will undoubtedly be critical 
in delivering net zero ambitions in the Middle East. Plus, the region has many advantages that other parts of the globe do 
not. For example, renewable power through solar and, in some cases, wind will be very cheap to deliver in the Middle East. 
Additionally, there is a lot of existing infrastructure that can be repurposed either through CO2 or hydrogen pipelines. And 
many oil wells could potentially be repurposed for carbon capture and sequestration (CCS). 

2024
should see the Middle East make significant progress in crafting an architecture 
for a carbon pricing scheme – an integral part of achieving the region’s 
decarbonization goals. 

Daniel Carter, Vice President of Decarbonization and New Energies, WoodPlc 

FULL INTERVIEW HERE
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UAE’s competitive edge
The UAE has always been very proactive 
when it comes to diversification and 
embracing new technologies. We are 
starting to see ADNOC moving away 
from its traditional model of developing 
domestic projects to developing projects 
like TA’ZIZ, where they are working with 
several external stakeholders to diversify 
the downstream portfolio, for example. 
The UAE has all the tools it needs to 
deliver on its net zero ambitions. This 
includes the infrastructure and the 
human capital to manage, deliver, 
operate, and enable these projects. The 
UAE is in a tremendously good position 
to lead the pace in the Middle East.

Whitepaper Q1 2022

GLOBAL OIL MARKETS SET 
TO RETURN TO 100 MBPD IN 2022

FUJAIRAH 
Opportunities & Challenges?

Amena Bakr   
Deputy Bureau Chief & Chief OPEC Correspondent
Energy Intelligence
Releasing stocks from the US SPR won’t have an impact on the oil price.
It’s not a tool for market management. This is what many of the OPEC ministers keep 
telling the US, both in private and in public, urging it to have more trust in the Gulf’s 
ability to manage markets and balance supply and demand. Although there’s a fear of an 
oil shortage, OPEC Plus doesn’t see this. Russian exports have also gone dark, selling into 
India and China at discounts, so these barrels are still landing in the market.  

OPEC aren’t even meeting current output commitments?
A lot of the countries are having difficulty meeting their quotas, and there isn’t a mechanism 
to punish them to do this. Keeping unity in the group is a top priority so the UAE and 
Saudi Arabia will not step in and compensate. Also, with the new higher baselines given 
to five of the members, the already limited spare capacity will be reduced to almost two 
million bd. If they were to also use that, the market will panic and we will have higher 
prices.

Where does the OPEC Plus alliance go beyond the current agreement?
Beyond September, OPEC will reach an agreement that continues the market management 
process and that’s why it’s important for them to have Russia on board. It is seen as a 
critical member of the group. 

Is the drop in Chinese demand giving OPEC cause for concern?
They’re monitoring the situation very closely, especially with the lockdowns in the country. 
China is a huge market for them and so all the more reason for them to be cautious 
around the idea of pumping more barrels into this market. And we also have this flood 
coming in from the US.

Are we any closer to a deal being reached with Iran?
The nuclear deal still looks very complicated. It’s not something that’s going to happen 
any time soon. The US doesn’t want to sign a ‘bad deal’ just because more barrels are 
needed on the market. The fact that they’re releasing oil from their SPR shows that 
they’re not expecting Iranian barrels to come back anytime soon. 
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RECOMMENDED READING
1. OIL EXTENDS LOSSES ON RESERVES RELEASE, YEMEN TRUCE
2. IRAN’S OIL PRODUCTION REACHES PRE-SANCTIONS LEVEL
3. S&P GLOBAL RATINGS: OMAN'S OIL OUTPUT TO RISE NEARLY 20% BY 2025
4. SELLERS ARE LOOKING TO UNLOAD RUSSIAN CRUDE FOR YUAN
5. IRAN FM SAYS AGREEMENT IN VIENNA NUCLEAR TALKS ‘CLOSE’
6. PUTIN’S WAR IS A DISASTER FOR THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
7. EU MUST DISCUSS IMPORT BAN ON RUSSIAN GAS, GERMAN DEFENCE MINISTER SAYS
8. KUWAIT BARS RUSSIAN SUPPLY CHAIN ACCESS
9. PETROCHINA PLANS TO BOOST RENEWABLES OUTPUT
10. KREMLIN WARNS WEST: ROUBLE-FOR-GAS SCHEME IS THE 'PROTOTYPE'
RECOMMENDED REPORTS
• CHINA SENDS MILITARY, DOCTORS TO SHANGHAI TO TEST 26MN RESIDENTS FOR COVID
• COULD UKRAINE CRISIS LEAD TO BETTER RELATIONS BETWEEN CHINA & THE WEST? 
• BRITISH HOMES WILL STILL BE HEATED BY ENERGY FROM RUSSIAN COAL UNTIL THE END OF THE YEAR
• RUSSIA-LINKED SHIPPING CONTAINERS ARE CAUSING A 'NIGHTMARE' SITUATION IN THE PORT OF ROTTERDAM
• SHANGHAI PORT PLAGUED BY COVID-INDUCED DELAYS
• “CHINA’S OIL IMPORTS SET TO FALL FOR 2ND YEAR IN A ROW!”
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